Accreditation 2

In accreditation, the * works with the training organisation to build a completely working course, without which the systems don't work.

In fact, pray for the opposite of capital punishment and 5*80 breasoning As of accreditation when learning meditation.  This negates the need for the "I pray for" prefix.

med of all given to all courses

mind medit - can refer to lucian as om
- 5 as accredit

- lm
- ped, rec 30 As
- 

* start own relig new post

- school, vet (and uni x)
   - school
	- contact gov
   - vet (preceded by bus, vet followed by uni)
	- 1-2 weeks face-to-face tutoring (max $1000-3000 with online)
	- office
	- what is a financier looking for in a company?
	- pre-fin bus: cold calls, ads, other ways of CRM
	research form people would like ped, etc. courses in, how much would pay
- tianity seen-as versions (see A third way is to pray for the breasoning to Christianity x) v 
- sales seen-as versions (both tianity and sales have 160 sentences per text, 2 per paragraph including 1 per topic sentence and 1 at the same time)
- you need 160 *(sales+tianity+topic) sentences per sale
	- need accredit for courses (charge more than books) including books being requested to be bought
	- need 10 x 3-4 sales employees, 50 As to get in and by employer to culpate them for 3*160 following headache medicine, 20 mantras in medit, where rest of As after 50 As per day are done for them, and rest done after 10 employees per day as well
	- use systems so don’t forget headache medicine etc each shift
	- 50+% breasonings from previous sales (not just recordings) for 50 As for a new employee - sometimes just hire at start or if suddenly need new employees
	- mantra meditators should be made with it in the pedagogy details and medicine as recordings
	- ped helper tutor gives 5 rec As as br, 45 rec As as rec, all brain sac’ed out.

- careers site: teachers at prim, sec, uni levels

- wait until after MIB x
	- a small class of tutored students

